
What Does It Take to Inspire Travel?

Jackie Lamping, VP Marketing

Sparking Inspiration

Confidential & Proprietary



• 15+ yrs experience in digital, social, branding, content and 
performance media within consumer and B2B

• Global VP of Marketing at Sojern since April 2016
• Degrees: Bachelors from Stanford in Behavioral Neuroscience and 

MBA from Haas UC Berkeley in Marketing
• Speak to all types of marketers across air, hotel, car, cruise, tourism, 

and attractions with varying budgets and available resources
• Goal: curate best practices across the industry and arm travel 

marketers everywhere with the keys for success
• Personal passion for travel and understanding the world from new 

perspectives

Who Am I?



*I have to admit, this 
was definitely not me.



Thankfully, I’ve 
since learned 
some rules of 
traveling more 
professionally…

• Take ~36 trips / yr between 
business, leisure, and 
“bleisure”

• Status with 2 airlines and 1 
hotel chain

• 23 different carriers flown 
in the past 2 yrs

• Book anywhere from 5 
months ahead to same day

• Keep a running list of new 
destinations to explore and 
recommendations from 
friends



Today’s travelers are in a constant state of
planning and booking their next trips

visiting 140+ sites in a 45-day path to purchase.



12.6MM commercial airline tickets are now sold every 24 hrs



6.2B travel searches in 238 countries each year across 
our network of air, OTA, meta, and hotel partners

Sojern sees



Competitive Paths to Purchase Finally in Focus

Path to Purchase

Dream Booking

Your Brand Brand Y OTAs, Metas, Other Competitors

Sojern’s data science and unique partnerships give us wide visibility into global travel demand, looking at 
traveler planning, the competitive research process, and ultimately how advertising influences bookings. 



State of the Industry: The 2019 Report on Travel Advertising

Highlights from Sojern’s Key Findings + What Moves the Needle for Airlines



The Largest and Most Comprehensive 
Survey of Travel Marketers Ever Completed 

travel marketers globally (including key agency marketers representing 

travel brands) responded to our 28-question survey during November 2018

600+

Research fielded and hosted by:



Facebook + Instagram are now #1 Digital Channel 
for Airline Ad Spending, Ahead of SEM + Display 



Emirates today has over 4.3M Instagram 
followers (more than Travel + Leisure, 

Conde Nast, or Airbnb)



“
We have definitely put more resources and funds into social 
media—Facebook and Instagram specifically, and we intend 
to use it even more in 2019. People travel because they want 

to have experiences. It’s a social, visual, experiential 
undertaking, and social media really fits that. ”

Marina Suberlyak
Head of Marketing, North America, Norwegian Airlines



Facebook and Instagram Are Now 
Effective For Multiple Goals

Widely Expanded Use Cases: Branding, Prospecting, Personalization, Retargeting



Air Marketers are Performance-Focused, 
but also in Brand-Building Mode



“
Delta.com is one of the biggest e-commerce 

brands in the country. 50% of our bookings are 
now direct. ”

Ed Bastian
CEO, Delta Airlines



Air France 
Leveraged 
Facebook 
Dynamic Ads 
to Drive Direct 
Bookings at 
Efficient ROI



Airline Marketers Rapidly Adopting 
Innovative New Visual Ad Types

Stories, Dynamic Ads, High-Impact Visual Formats



This... ...vs this!



Social Video Ad Spend Set to Increase
Key Investments in High-Impact Visual Storytelling



Singapore Airlines generated over 3M
brand engagements across YouTube, 

Facebook, Instagram, and Spotify



But, What’s Holding Back Airline Marketers?

48%
of airline marketers cited “Keeping up with the fast-paced advertising 

and technology landscape” as their top challenge.



Personalization

65%

Better Targeting

68%

Deeper Insights

65%
use data to deliver 

personalized 

messaging or offers 

to their key audiences

want richer insights 

into current 

customers and 

prospects

like the ability to 

target travelers 

based on where they 

are in the path to 

purchase

Data is Becoming a Major Driver of Personalized 
Marketing Experiences in Real-Time



Emerging Direct-To-Consumer Channels, Real-Time-
Data, and Visual Mediums Are Top Focus for the Future



Key Takeaways

www.stateofthetravelindustry.com

● Facebook and Instagram spending has been accelerating significantly with the expansion of new visual 

storytelling ad formats including Stories (both Facebook + Instagram) and Dynamic Ads for Travel, and 

are now being leveraged across the full span of marketing objectives. 

● Airline marketers have a leg up on other travel verticals in embracing social media as a key channel for 

consumer engagement. 

● Video ads and visual storytelling formats are poised for significant spend growth. 

● Airline marketers are focused on keeping up with the fast-paced advertising and tech landscape.

● Real-time data is becoming a major vehicle for understanding the customer and delivering personalized 

experiences across multiple marketing channels. 



Thank you
See You Next TimeThank You!
Jackie Lamping

VP Marketing

jackie.lamping@sojern.com


